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It My be of encouregeaent to readers of Convlviua to know that there are scholars at 

the present tiae <n the Soviet Union «ho know Personal Knowledge and are able to give 

consideration to the thought of Hichael Polanyl.

Prof. Blir Scott writes that nearly all the aoney for his biography project has now 

been raised. He finds the work very satisfying and is now engaged on the period of 

the First World War.

Echeverria A Response to John Puddefoot's Review of his book. (See Convivlua Ho. 17) 

Dr. Echeverria sent ae an Interesting but rather long and technical response to the 

above Review. As It awy not be of general Interest to readers, I suggest that anyone 
who wishes to see It should send ae a staaped addressed envelope and 20p to cover the 

cost of a copy.

Francis Dunlop writes that his book. The Education of Feeling and Eawtion (Allen and 

Unwin), should be out in February, 1984, and that he Is now working on a book on Huaan 

Nature and Education, In which he Intends to discuss Polanyl*s idea of Mn In soae 
detail and bring out the slallarlty between Polanyl's thought and that of certain 

continental writers such as Hax Scheler and Arnold Gehlen. Other articles of his on 

■oral education, educational theory, and huMn nature, which contain references to 

Polanyl can be found In the following journals:

J. of Further and Higher Ed. Vol 1 No 1, 1977, pp78/92 

J. of Phil of Ed. July 1977, pp 78/97

* ■ Vol XIV No 2, 1980 pp 169/180

B.J. of Ed. Studies, Oct 1977 pp 239/257 

Downside Review April 1981, pp 79/96 

Moral Education Vol XI No 1, Oct 1981, pp 3/17
The Domain of Moral Education, Ed. D.B. Cochrane et. a1. Paulist Press 1979 pp 

43/54.

Alasdair MacIntyre: After Virtue: A Study In Moral Theory Duckworth, 1982. (£7.95)

pp252.

I have just been reading this book and Mrvelling that a book which reflects so 

■any Ideas familiar to ■e froa ^y reading of Polanyl could have not a single reference 

to Michael Polanyl In the Index. Alasdair MacIntyre Is writing about the failure of 

■odem thought to justify worallty and Its attenpt to reduce this to the status of 

personal preference, resulting In the rejection of conventional aDrallty and In a 

culture which has Increasingly cone to embody etMtIve theory. This loss of objective 

■oral standards constitutes a grave cultural Iwpoverlshaent and, according to MacIn

tyre, the only way to recover a sense of the objectivity and authority of noral rules 

and to restore the language and practice of Borallty to an honoured place within our 

social life Is to recreate fores of coanunity within which objective anral standards 

can again become aeanlngful and sustain us through *the new dark ages idilch are
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already upon us.*(p 245) Since the Enl 1 ghtenaient, every attempt to find a new basis 

for the rules of morality has failed, whether It be the greatest happiness of the 

greatest number or the Idea that man qua man has certain natural rights. The Idea of 

human rights, like utility, has proved to be a moral fiction, but In our present 

culture of bureaucratic Individualism moral debate contInues with mock rationality 

between the Individual who argues for his lights and the Institution which argues for 

utility, a debate In idilch the preferences of arbitrary will and desire are barely 

concealed. As MacIntyre says, modern society represents a victory for emotivism while 

continuing to extend the range of moral fictions. One of these Is that what MacIntyre 

calls the ‘manager* class has an expertise and a bureaucratic efficacy which gives It 

authority to exercise social control and use vast resources In the Interests of social 
change. This claim to authority mirrors the claims made by the natural sciences to 

have certain knowledge of a domain of morally neutral facts, on the basis of which 

law-like generalisations can be made and applied.

Legitimation of the Institutional forms of twentieth century social life depend 

on the belief that the claims of 18th century philosophy have been vindicated, but as 

MacIntyre shows In some detail, the concept of management effectiveness based on a 

knowledge that gives predictive power Is one more moral fiction. Apart from this, 

attenpts to create a predictable bureaucracy coanltted to creating an equally predict

able society Is doomed to failure, since any organisation efficient enough to be able 

to render society predictable would Itself have to be predictable and organisational 

success correlates, not with predictability, but with adaptability. Individual Initia

tive and a aultipllcity of centres of problem-solving and decision-making.

MacIntyre suggests that our modern tendency to'start from a concern with rules 

and then define virtue as the effective desire to act on right principles should be 

reversed. We should attend first to the question of what sort of persons we are to 

become. The self Is a social creation and life Is a hazardous progress, (Polapyl 

might say, a heuristic exploration). In which virtues are qualities tending to 

achievement and vices qualities tending to failure. Every life exhibits a certain 

narrative order, within tdilch the self can win or lose, save Itself or be destroyed. 

For us. In a post-Aristotelian world, certain questions confront us: What Is our 

human telos? In what does human well-being consist? In a world without city-states, 

how can we function as part of an ordered connunity, seeking the huaun good together 

In friendship, understanding this term In Aristotle's sense, which Is close to what 

Polanyl Mans by conviviality? What role can conflict be understood to play In human 

life. If It Is to help us learn what our ends and purposes are? MacIntyre offers some 

suggestions of his own, but It Is ay hope that someone who reads this book will be 

tempted to take up these crucial questions and explore the kind of answers that a 

study of Polanyl*s thought might yield. If MacIntyre Is right, then Polanyl*s vision 

needs to be brought back centre stage, the vision of a free society, structured In 

ways that can create Interlocking centres of conviviality at every level of our social 

and economic life, able to function for the comnwin good and for common ends under a 

firmament pf self-set standards of excellence such as have Inspired and ruled men's 

lives In every age.
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Andrew Louth: Discerning the Mystery: An Essey on the Nature of Theology. O.U.P.

1983 xiv * 150 pp (£12.50)

This is a critique of the way in which theology has been influenced by the inhe

ritance of the Enlightenaent. It stresses the need for theology to take note of such 

writers as Gadaoer and Polanyi and to use their insights appropriately. The book is 
reviewed In Theology, Jan. 1984, by Maurice Miles, who coonends it as having ioportant 

things to say, although it betrays an uncritical dependence on the patristic tradi

tion.

Since the publication of Andrew Louth's book, two others have appeared, also 

applying Polanyi‘s thought to theological issues. Both are reviewed in this issue of 

Conviviuo. 1 would welcone offers of further review for our October issue.

— please do not wait to be asked for offers of articles, infonaation, notices 

of books, reviews, and anything of interest to our readers. I would also like to ask 

all of you to do a little 'proamting' and try to get soae new subscribers in the 

course of 1984!

LIVED TIME:

A POLANTIAM MEDITATION DN THE TEMPORALITY OF SELF AMD GOO 

IN AUGUSTINE'S CONFESSIONS

I have often wondered about Michael Polanyi*s stateiKnt in Personal Knowledge 

that Augustine was the founder of postcritical philosophy. He puts it this way: "In 

the fourth century A.O., St. Augustine brought the history of Greek philosophy to a 

close by inaugurating for the first tiae a post-critical philosopliy." This is curious 

because "postcritical" refers for Polanyi to philosophy that cones after the great 

"critical" era begun by Descartes and paradigmatically expressed by Kant. Neverthe

less. he explains this claim by saying that Augustine "...taught that all knowledge 

was a gift of grace, for tdtich we nust strive under the guidance of antecedent belief: 

credideritis. non intelligitis."^ There is an ambiguity in the meaning of 

Augustine's concept of belief. While he usually speaks of it as doctrinal assent, the 

conscious acceptance of religious truths, such as the trinity or incarnation, it can 

also carry the connotation of a much deeper personal commitaent ingredient in our very 

existing of vdiich we are not ordinarily aware. It is in this existential rather than 

doctrinal meaning of belief that Polanyi sees Augustine originating postcritical 

philosopt\y.

"Postcritical" for Polanyi does not refer, therefore, to an era that comes chro

nologically after the period of Kant but rather to a philosophical orientation which 

recognizes that all knowledge is based on belief, and is hence contrary to the Kantian 

ethos, still very much with us today, that separates knowing and commitment. Such 

belief Polanyi calls "tacit conaitment." To understand what Polanyi means by this, it 

is necessary to see that for him commitiwents can exist on unconscious as well as
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conscious levels, and that this type Is basically unconscious. Thus he speaks of a 

knouer's tacit coomltinent to the search for knowledge, a speaker's to language, a 

thinker's to a cultural heritage, a citizen's to a coomunlty, and a doer's to Its body 

and the space of Its action. By reflection we can becoaie conscious of these comlt- 

■ents; nevertheless, as we engage In the activity, we are unconsciously or tacitly 

dependent on the coMltment, that Is, unaware of It In the aenent Of relying upon It.

Even though Augustine speaks nalnly of belief In the explicit sense of conscious 

assent, Polanyl discerns an additional Meaning that has to do with conltaents lying 

In the depths of the existing self without which It would not be. It Is to this level 

of conmltnent that Polanyl wishes to call our attention as the way to go beyond the 

critical pursuit, whether In nodern empiricism or rationalism, for a knowledge of 

objective certainty separated from the personal act of commitment. He finds just such 

a grounding of knowing upon connltment long before the emergence of the modern era of 

critical thought In one meaning of belief of this great pivotal figure tdio stands at 

the end of the Classical period and the beginning of the Middle Ages. This additional 

meaning of belief Is, however, more latent than manifest In Augustine. He nowhere ex> 

pllcltly defines belief In this way and yet In his theology so richly oriented toward 

the personal the lineaments of tacit commitment are discernible even If not acknowled

ged by him.
This more deep-lying meaning of belief Is especially evident In the Confessions. 

where he Is exploring the foundations of hls personal existence before and after con- 

verslosn to Christianity. One aspect of personal existence In which we can see such 

belief at work Is time. For Augustine temporality Is not an objective feature of the 

world but a dimension of our personal being, although to be sure. In the world. As 

Polanyl would say. It Is neither ’objective* (that Is, detached from human Involve

ment) nor "subjective* (that Is, detached from reality, having no bearing on anything 

beyond mere subjectivity and Its projections), but "personal* (that Is, something real 

beyond thinking or projection but upheld on a foundation of unconscious reliance). 

Augustine presents time as such a personal phenomenon, and In this we can discern the 

latent presence of tacit commitment without which the self would not be temporal, and 

therefore, human.
I call this essay a "meditation* because It Is a search from a certain untradl- 

tlonal point of view for a depth of Insight Into the text and our lives, rather than a 

tight step l>y step argument moving by Irrepressible logic to a single conclusion and 

thus issuing In the critical demolition of all alternative views. He will be looking 

at a side of Augustine that Christian theologians usually overlook so that we cannot 

assume a coonion point of view, as tightly reasoned arguments do, nor argue away the 

alternative views, since they have their appropriateness from their point of view and 

focused at their level of Inquiry. He must first glimpse this facet of hls thought by 

probing to the fitting depth and seeing rf>at Is there from a perspective sensitized to 

discerning the presence of tacit commitments. The confusions and uncertainties 

scholars have expressed In dealing with Book XI,2 which has proved resistant to normal 

theological Interpretation, can, I believe, be resolved through recognizing the post-
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critical lineaments In his view of time.

This Is a meditation as well because It seeks to grasp Imaginative connections 

between time and several theological Issues. For Instance, human temporality, usually 

Juxtaposed to eternity, here In Book XI at least, even If perhaps nowhere else In his 

writings, provides an Image for eternity. Other connections suggest answers to 

several questions that recur whenever one returns to the Confessions; Why does an 

autobiographical account of coming to faith even consider the matter of time? What 

difference does the Christian Incarnation really make to his Platonism? What effect 

does the confessional, autobiographical form as prayerful meditations have upon any of 

Its content?

Finally, this Is a meditation because I am seeking to extend Polanyl's own 

thought. He has little explicit to say about time so I am groping, not only to Illu

mine Augustine on time, but to make articulate what Is Intimated In his own perspec

tive—an approach, I might add, thoroughly Polanylan, as he says: *I believe that the 

function of philosophic reflection consists In bringing to light, and affirming as my 

own, the beliefs Implied In such of tigr thoughts and practices as I believe to be 

valid.*3 with such a declaration of (complex) Intent In the background, we begin with 

a close look from a postcritical perspective at what Augustine's view of time Is In 

Book XI of the Confessions.

He begins with a comparison of time and eternity, distinguishing them as succes

sion and perpetual present:

time Is long only because of the nuihbers of movements passing In succession, 
which cannot have a simultaneous extension; but that In eternity nothing passes 
by; everything Is present, tdiereas time cannot be present all at once. It would 
be seen too that all time past Is driven on by time future, and all the future 
follows from the past, and that both past and future are created by and proceed 
from that idilch Is perpetually present.^

Time Is a 'passing by In succession* from the future Into the past, whereas there Is 

no 'passing by* In eternity; everything Is 'perpetually present.* Indeed, eternity 

creates past and future; It 'dictates the times that are past and the times that are 

to come.* While Augustine conceives eternity In terms of a temporal category, the 

present, he Is, nevertheless, considering It here In the normal Christian way as the 

opposite of time; contrary to time. It 'stands still and Is neither past nor future,* 

(Conf.. XI, 11; p. 265)

Huch of the ensuing discussion wrestles with the problems of time as succession, 

as a passing by of the future Into the past, and assumes an eternity that does not 

contain past and future, for that would be to admit a passing by Into what Is always 

only present. If time Is a passing by of the future through the present Into the 

past, then the future Is a 'not yet* and the past a 'no longer-*(Conf., XI, 14; p. 
268) What has not yet passed by does not yet exist and what has already passed by no 

longer exists. It would seem that only the present exists. But what Is that? Is the 

present a century, a year, a month, a day? Within each of these he finds a passing 

by, so that he divides It Into smaller and saaller units until he concludes. If time 

Is succession, then the present must be an Indivisibly small point;

And that very hour Itself Is made of fleeting moments; whatever part of these has 
fled away Is In the past, whatever remains Is In the future. If anything can be
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■eant by a point of tiae so saall that It cannot be divided Into even the aost 
alnute particles of moments, that Is the only tiae that can be called ‘present.* 
(Conf.. XI. 15; p. 269)

Hom then, he asks, can even the present be said to exist? Such a present has ‘no 

duration and no extension*;(Conf., XI, 15; p. 269) ‘So that It appears that we cannot 

truly say that time exists except In the sense that It Is tending toward nonexis

tence.* (Con£., XI, 14; p. 268) But where then does time coae froa, he asks, tdiere Is 

It going to, and how Is It passing by?(See Conf., XI, 21; p. 273)

It Is easy to be aisled by our own objectivistic perspective about time Into 

thinking that what Augustine has been presenting Is his own view of tiae, and that the 

asnwer to these questions Is found In repairing to a concept of eternity as a perpetu

al present that dictates time. This Is not, however, the case. He rejects time 

conceived as only this kind of succession. While continuing to affirm the passlng-by- 

ness of time, he reconceives time present as having extension and duration, and there

fore embraces time past and future as existing.

Succession time Is an objective view of time; It exists Independently of a per- 

celver. This Is basically Aristotle's view when he says ‘time Is the number of notion 
or Itself a kind of motion.*^ While not referring explicitly to Aristotle, Augustine 

rejects just such a view that defines time In terms of notion: ‘Time, therefore Is 

not the notion of a body.*(Conf., XI, 24; p. 277) What Augustine realizes Is that 

time Is a dimension of our experience: we ‘feel spaces of tine*; we ‘peixleve defi

nite periods of time*; and *we compare then* and ‘measure time by our perception of 

It.*(Conf., XI, 15-16; pp. 269-270) We ‘feel* and ‘perceive* tine because past, 

present, and future exist In the ‘secret place* of our nind: ‘It Is In you, mj/ mind, 

that I measure time.*(Conf.. XI, 17 S 27; pp. 270 A 281)

It Is within the human nind that Augustine finds the locus of the existence of 

time past, present, and future. Here Is not an Infinitesimal point but a broad space 

of duration and extension. Even while things slip by from the future through the 

present Into the past, the mind's act of attention Is a constant and enduring present: 

*our attention (our 'looking at') Is sonething constant and enduring, and through It 

what Is to be proceeds Into what has been.* The breadth of the mind's attending 

extends to past and future: It *...1s extended In two directions—toward iqy memory.^., 

and toward ny expectation...*(Conf., XI, 28; p. 282) Horeover, the mind Is the medium 

or the agency which makes possible the passage of time Inasmuch as our attention Is 

that through tdilch the future moves Into the past.
While Augustine continues to recognize that what has not yet happened and what 

has already happened do not exist as such, and that time Is fleeting In the present, 

he now Sees that past and future do exist In their relation to a self as the expected 

future and the remembered past of our present attention. Past, present, and future 

exist as actions of the mind's attention:

In the mind, which performs all this, there are three things done. The mind 
looks forward to things. It looks at things, and It looks back on things. What 
It looks forward to passes on through what It looks at Into tdiat It looks back 
on. No one, of course, can deny that the future does not yet exist. But never
theless there Is In the mind already the expectation of the future. No one can 
deny that the past no longer exists. But nevertheless there Is still In the mind
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the nemry of the past. Ho one can deny that the present time has no extension, 
since it passes In a flash. But nevertheless our attention (our "looking at") Is 
some^lng constant and enduring, and through It Mhat Is to be proceeds into what 
has been. Thus It Is not the future that Is long, for the future does not exist; 
a Iwg future Is a long expectation of the future. Nor Is the past long, since 
Z82) * exist; a long past Is a long memory of the past.(Conf., Cl, 28; p.

There are then three times: "the present time of things past Is memory; the present 

time of things present Is sight; the present time of things future Is expectation." 

(Conf., XI, 20; p. 273) Another way In which he says this Is that things In passing 

by leave "Impressions" or "Images."(Conf., XI, 18 4 27; pp, 271 C 281) When we 

measure the past and say that something past Is longer or shorter, we are measuring 

these Impressions or Images. That Is, the past Is not a "no longer" and the future a 

not yet," but they exist as dimensions of the present of enduring attention.

What Augustine has recognized Is that conceiving time as successlosn Is Inade

quate, not because time does not pass by, but because this apparently objective suc

cession requires the notion of a percelver: there Is no "passing by" without a 

percelver passed whom things pass by. While one can still divide time Into Infinite

simally small segments through thought, the time we experience In our living has a 

breadth. Even as time flies by us, we exist in an enduring present In which we attend 

to what Is passing and we embrace a real past and future. While not denying the pas- 

slng-by-ness of thingss, Augustine arrives at a concept of time that Is not objective, 

but personal; what we might call "lived time."®

This Is a postcritical concept of time, for time Is a dimension of human experi

ence upheld by the human action of attention In the enduring present. While the 

personal nature of time is explicit In the text, the presence of tacit commitment Is 
latent. It Is Implicit In Augustine's notion of the act of attention that sustains 

time. We are frequently led astray here because we are Inclined to assume a Cartesian 

consciousness: mind, any act, and the act of attention must be explicit. This would, 

however, make nonsense of what Augusstine Is saying. If we attended explicitly to 

time In a constant manner, we would not be able to notice anything else. What Augus

tine is saying only makes sense If we understand mind, act, and attention as tacit. 

Only In an unconscious way can the mind's act of attention be a constant and enduring 

present, can the mind be the medium or agency enabling the passage of time. Through 

this tacit mind we are coamltted to time In Its passing from future, through the pre

sent, and on to the past, and to time as this enduring present embracing the present 

future and present past, as anticipation and memory, as well as the present present, 

as sight. Even this present sight Is tacit rather than explicit, since we never 

notice the present as such but always something In the present, since we do not notice 

our act of seeing while we are looking at something but only the thing looked at.

In the last few pages of Book XI he uses the reciting of a well-known psalm as an 

exaiiq>1e of human temporality. Before I begin to recite, he says, my expectation Is 

extended over the entire psalm; I attend to It In the present as expectation. As I 

recite It, It Is all present to my attention but passes from the present 6f words 

**P*^Ted to the present of words being said to the present of words remembered. Hence 

expectation grows shorter as memory grows longer until the recitation Is finished. As
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I M reciting, 1 an not focusing on all of It. but rather slaply on the part that I aa 
actually saying, or singing. Nevertheless, he wants to say, there Is a sense In which 

I aa attending to what has preceded, and Is now In the past, and to tdiat Is to follow 
In the future, and therefore to the entirety of the psala. Such ‘constant and endur

ing attention* cannot be a conscious focusing, as Is occurring In what I aa reciting 

at the monent, but aust be tacit. I rely unconsciously upon past and future, and the 

whole, as I attend explicitly to the part I am at present reciting. Horeover, In such 

an act I an relying tacitly, as well, both upon nv capacity to attend and aQr$elf as 

actor.

While the notion of tacit coonltment Is latent In all this—yet I aa suggesting. 
Is Indispensable to making sense of It—Augustine, does, nevertheless, directly ac

knowledge two levels of knowing when he says: *What then Is time? I know what it Is

If no one asks me what It Is; but If I want to expalln It to someone who has ask^ ae, 
I find that I do not know.*(Conf., XI. 14; p. 267)^ Here Is a recognition, like

Q
Polapyl's *we can know more than we can tell,* of the simultaneous explictt 

understanding and much richer inarticulate tacit grasp of which Polanyl Is speaking.

This postcritical concept of lived time affects Augustine's understanding of 

eternity: he uses human temporality as an analogy for God's eternal knowing. After

exploring human temporality through the example of reciting a well-known psalm, he 

expands the scope of enduring attention beyond a brief recitation to longer actions 

and. Indeed, to the whole of a person's life and the entirety of human history:.

The same holds good for any longer action, of which the psalm may be only a part. 
It Is true also of the whole of man's life, of which all of his actions are 
parts. And It Is true of the »4io1e history of humanity, of which the lives of 
all Bien are parts. (Conf., XI, 28; p. 282)

Time Is a dimension of experience such that I live. In some sense, with my whole life 

present to me, and moreover with the entire history of the human race similarly 

present.
Having so extended the horizons of the enduring human present, he then uses this 

to Image God's own knowing:

Certainly If there were a mind gifted with such vast knowledge and foreknowledge 
as to know all the past and all the future as well as I know one well-known 
psalm, that mind Is wonderful beyond belief, stupendous, and awe-inspiring. To 

. that mind everything that Is past and done, everjrthing that Is to come In future 
ages. Is as clear as, when 1 was singing that psalm. It was clear to me how much 
and what I had sung from the beginning of It, how much and what remained to he 
sung before I reached the end.(Conf.. XI, 31; p. 284)

God knows all of time as I know a well-known psalm while reciting It. Eternity •here 

Is not the opposite of time; Its perpetual present Is seen as an enduring present. 

Past and future are enbraced within eternity; the present Is not static but enduring. 

Is there then a passing-by In God? Augustine does not say, he does not elaborate; the 

analogy Implies that God, like humans, knows the future as genuinely future, that is. 

In expectation, and the past as the real past, that Is, memory. Time passes In the 

enduring present of God from present expectation to present memory through present 

sight.
None of this Augustine develops. Nevertheless, It Is Interesting that within 

this analogy of lived time the differences between time and eternity are drawn out
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principally In terms of distraction and clarity, not change and unchangeablllty. As 

we have seen In the above quotation, the entire future and past Is as clear to God as 

the psalm Is to the one reciting It. But In fact, there Is for the self a distraction 

even In the reciting of a well-known psalm: ‘When a man is singing or hearing a song 

that he knows, his feelings vary and his sense Is distracted as the result of his ex

pectation of the words to come and his memory of the words that are past. But nothing 

of this kind happens to you...*(Conf., Cl, 31; p. 284) God's knowing of time Is then 

not only more comprehensive but clearer.

Augustine does go on to speak at the end of this quote of the 'Immutably eter- 
na1*;(Conf., XI, 31; p. 284) but placed within the context of the analogy of lived 

time, this Immitablllty Is understood as an undistracted clarity. It Is Just such a 

God whom he has experienced In his own conversion, as his own time-full existence Is 

being transformed now from "unllkeness" to God to ‘1Ikeness,*(Conf., VII, 10, XII, 28, 

XIII, 2-5; pp. 149, 310, & 317-319), from being “distracted* to being “concentrated,* 

from being “wasted* and “scattered* to being “Intent,* from being “dispersed" to being 

“gathered,* from being “torn apart* amidst the “many* to “flowing Into* the “One.* 

(Conf.. XI. 29; p. 283)

The perpetual present of eternity Is not the opposite of our experience of time 

passing from future Into the past. It Is rather like the enduring present of our 

attention holding before us time past, preset, and future. It Is, nevertheless, dis

tinguishable from human time, but as clarity Is different from distraction. Immedi

ately after using this analogy of lived time for God, Augustine says that, of course, 

eternity Is much more iqysterlous than this analogy would suggest: “But far be It from 

me to say that It Is In this way that you, the creator of the universe, creator of 

souls and bodies, know all the future and the past. - No; your knowledge Is far more 

wonderful, far more mysterious than this.“(Conf., XI, 31; p. 284) What we have seen 

Is but an analogy. Nevertheless, he 1$ using a temporal analogy here; regardless of 

how he speaks of eternity elsewhere, he Is, In this locus classicus of Book XI, speak

ing of It In terms of lived time.

But »diy does he speak of time at all In an account of his conversion? There Is 

certainly the philosopher's Interest In a subject dealt with by classical thinkers to 

see now how It would look from the new perspective afforded by his conversion to 

Christianity; he tells God and us his “soul Is on fire* In his “longing to know.* 

(Conf., XI, 22; p. 274) More deeply, he has experienced the presence of God In his 

life through iqystical ascent and wants to locate a time, beyond the fleetingness of 

temporal sequence, that provides space of sufficient permanence for meditation: “at 

your nod the moments fly past. Grant me from them a space for my meditations...* 

(Conf.. XI, 2; p. 258) Finally, he wants to comprehend the temporal space occupied by 

his conversion. He has narrated the multifarious changes In his life; time Is of the 

essence. What Is the nature of this time In which conversion has occurred and In 

which he has found an eternal foundation for his life? It Is a time of enduring 

present In which the fragments of his entire life, past, present, and future'. Can be 

gathered together under the light of Christ and be transformed. If time were merely
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fleeting, having no breadth, divine forgiveness for those MMwnts past, which would be 

no-longer. wight be possible, but such transformation here and now of the whole t1w«- 

ful self toward the likeness of God would be Iwpossible.

Here then Is a view of Incarnate t1we--t1we as a dlwenslon of huMn action, or 

wore properly of human being, since It Is not an act we perforw at one waanot and not 
another. To be human Is to be comwltted to time, to participate 1ft this enduring 

present. But what now ha> the Incarnation to do with this? Augustine tells us the 

Incarnation was the pivotal difference for him between the Platonists he had belonged 

to and the Christians he Joined. Among the Platonists he found that the Word was the 

true light present In the world and In every person by which the Mrld was wade, but 

only among the Christians did he find: "that the Word was wade flesh and dwelt among 

us.* (Conf.. VII, 9; p. 147; his Italics) Christ as Incarnate Word Is the mediator 

between the clarity of the One and the distraction of the many, between eternity and 

time. There Is no doubt that belief In the self-emptying of the Son of God In Jesiis 

and the ensuing crucifixion and resurrection are central to his conversion. But there 

Is something else at work here In addition to this orthodox view.

Augustine not only believes In the Incarnation of the Word lii Jesus, he has 

experienced It within himself: his confessional search has shown the presence of the 

Word in his own life from the time of his birth. Here Is still Platonism, but of the 

Johannine witness: “the Word, God Himself, Is that true light that llghteth every wan 

that coweth Into the world.* (Conf.. VII, 9; p. 147; his Italics) Without Its 

presence within ourselves we would not exist: *I could not exist therefore, my God, 

were It not for your existence In m.* (Conf.. I, 2; p. 18) The Platonist knew of the 

Word's presence In soul and world, but to recognize the Word has become flesh Is to 

affirm a mich more Intimate connection between time and eternity than In the Platdn- 
Ists. For them the Word Is present In the world and Immortal soul as an eternal 

order, as the Illumination of unchanging Being In the world of Becoming. If, however, 

the transiency of a human life and death In Jesus can embody the Word, then beyond the 

Platonists' eternal order In world and soul the Word has really entered the fleeting

ness of time.

It Is this radical presence of eternity In time. In his own becoming, that 

Augustine has himself experienced as the scatteredness of his temporal existence has 

been gathered up by the One present In his life. Augustine reflects bn time following 

the narrative of his conversion because he has expereinced time, not merely as the 

flux of the Platonist's Becoming, but as the space of the eternal Word's appearing and 

transforming presence. This Is a space with breadth, with duration and extension; how 

else could It be the enduring present of his first thirty-one years, how else could It 

be a place In which the non-fleeting Word could be revealed and grasped? The incarna

tion Is an essential Ingredient In Augustine's postcritical perspective because It Is 

lived time the Word enters and dweliss within; It 1$ lived time that bears an eternal 

significance.

How then Is the confessional form of his writing appropriate to this content? He 

begins and ends Book XI discussing confession. He tells stories *to stir up my own

J
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and IV readers* devotion toward you” and ”to lay open our feelings to you, confessing 

to you our own wretchedness and your acts of laercy to us, so that you may set us en

tirely free,...and we...become happy In you...”(Conf., XI, 1; p. 257) He closes his 

Inquiry Into time confessing humility and a sense of security:

Let him who understands confess to you, and let him who does not understand con
fess to you. How high you are! And the huafale In heart are the house In which 
you (Well. For Thou ralsest up those that are bowed down: you are their heloht 
and from that height they do not fal 1.(CohT.rn. 31; pT~2B4: his Italics)
Prayer, meditation, dialogue with God Is the way to seek to know: "Let me seek 

you. Lord, by praying to you...”(Conf., I, 1; p. 17) What Is sought Is knowledge deep 

In ”the Inner recesses of your secrets” but It Is a knowing which Is to ”share the joy 

of your light!”(Conf.. XI, 31; p, 284) The permanence he has found In the flux of 

tlaie Is the rest he declares himself in search of In the Confessions* opening para

graph: *You stimulate him to take pleasure In praising you because you have made us 

for yourself, and (xir hearts are restless until they can find peace In you.”(Conf., I, 

1; p. 17) Time Is considered within this (xmfesslonal form because this dialogue, 

narrative, and prayerful wrestle with God reaches to and opens up that dimension of 

our temporal existence In which we In our enduring present encounter the enduring 

presence of the Word and find rest.

Incarnation and confessional form go hand In hand when the Word Is Incarnate In 

one*s own experience. Time and eternity are similarly Intimately joined If the analo

gy of enduring present of human attention Is used for God and If his enduring present 

Is manifest within ours. And so we find In August1ne*s discussion of time the founda

tions of a postcritical perspective: time Is dependent'upon belief since It Is upheld 

by the personal foundation of attention which Involves tacit commitment and awareness. 

Within the enduring present of our lived time Is the enduring presence of the Incar

nate Word. Because of the presence of the eternal In time. In n\y time, our time, 

Augustine can use a temporal analogy to speak of God and can discover God In his own 

existence through a confessional form of exploration. The general human experience of 

time Is a religious phenomenon. Even though much of Augustine*s thought separates the 

belief of Christians from universal human experience, there Is In the midst of his d1- 

chot(Mious thinking another side, visible from a postcritical perspective, that affirms 

all Iwmans as temporal beings live by belief and In that living encounter the presence 

of God, even though only a select few respond to It with consclouss belief In the 

Incarnation. He can begin to see, now I believe, how it might be that Polanyl thinks 

of him as Inaugurating a postcritical philosophy.

From within such a perspective time need no longer be an alien reality, threaten

ing me with meaninglessness and death, which I must resist or be saved from. Rather 

It Is part of me, part of the world I take up and ihtell within. Within this time that 

I live, there Is space to be, to be enriched by memory and expectation and present ex

perience and to be open to that Light and Word incarnate In iv depths which can gather 

up my wasted and scattered self/selves toward a new wholeness that can begin to be at 

home In time.

R. Melvin Reiser
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Notes

1 Michael Polanyl, Personal ICnowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy (London: 
Routledge t Kegan Paul, 1958), p. 266. He cites Augustine's text as Oe libero arbl- 
trlo, 1,4; see also De doctrine Christiana, 11,12,17.

2 In his fine Interpretation of Augustine no less a schoair than Robert Cushman 
expresses hesitancy o»er tdiat Augustine Is doing with time here, as Indicated by such 
words as 'apparently* and 'seems* In the following passage: 'Is It, then, the mind 
which constitutes the Interval of duration? Apparently, this Is Augustine's conclu
sion.... Time, as the direction of duration, seems to be, then the endurance and 
Identity of the mind...* (Robert E. Cushman, Faith Seefclhg'Understandlng: Essays The
ological and Critical [purham: Duke Unluversity Press, 1981J, pp. 34-3S; my Italics).

3 Polanyl, Personal ICnowledge. p. 267.

4 St. Augustine, The'Confesslons of St. Augustine, trans. by Rex Warner, A Mentor- 
Omega Book (New York1 ihe New nmerican Library, IWbj), XI, 11; p. 265. (All further 
references will be In text as Conf., with both book and chapter nundiers and page num
bers from this edition.)

5 Aristotle, Physics, In The Basic Works of Aristotle, ed, by Richard McKeon (New 
York: Random House, l94l), Vlli, 1.

6 While Pdlanyl has not developed a concept of time, two of his contemporaries 
have, without of course calling It 'postcrltlcal.* See H. Richard Niebuhr's concept 
of 'Inner history* In The Meaning of Revelation (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1941), especially p. 69, and Maurice MerIeau-Ponty's chapter 'Temporality* In Phenome- 
nolo^ of Perception, trans'. by Colin Smith (London: Routledge A Kegan Paul, 1962), 
especially pp. 411-412.

7 Luihilg Wittgenstein makes a similar observation, perhaps Influenced by this same 
statement, when he says: 'What does It mean to know what a game Is? What does It 
mean, to know It and not be able to say It?*(Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical 
Investigations, trans. by G.E.M. Anscombe [New York: The Macmillan Company,
par. f/5). See William H. Poteat's Identification of this Augustinlan statement as a 
Polanylan theme In his Polanylah Meditations: In Search of a Post Critical Logic 
(privately circulated, 19/9), pp. 9u-99,

8 Michael Polanyl, The Tacit Dimension, Anchor Books (New York: Doubleday I Com
pany, 1967), p. 4,

MICHAEL POUNYI AND THE FREEDOM OF SCIENCE

In the Immediate post-war years there took place In this country a vigorous 

debate on the freedom of science that raised basic questions of perennial Interest 

concerning the necessary conditions for the healthy growth of scientific research. It 

Is worthwhile recalling that debate because of Its relevance to current tendencies to 

plan science and to subserve It to sociological ends.

The root of that debate may be found In the previous decade, idien a group of 

socialist scientists launched a campaign urging that science should be organised for 

the benefit of all. Their motivation was wholly laudable; they saw the widespread 

misery In many countries In the late 'twenties and early 'thirties, and Mre convinced 

that an er'h df health and plenty could be ushered In by the systematic application of 

science and, furthermore, that scientific research should be directed with this end In
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view. These beliefs were powerfully expressed by Professor J.D. Bernal In his book 

•The Social Function of Science* (Routledge. 1939) and In the widely-read popular 

science books of Lancelot Ho^bent Hyaan Levy and John Crowther. These writers greatly 

adelred the way science was organised In the Soviet Union, and urged that their 

■ethods should be generally adopted.

During the war years eany acadeeic scientists willingly set aside their research, 

and bent their energies to the task of national survival. In so doing they recognised 

that they had to work towards definite objectives under centralised direction, and 

that their work wst rewaln secret, conditions that are the exact opposite to those of 

norMi scientific research. After the war, these habits tended to linger on. facili

tating the task of those iJio alwed to establish the State direction of science as the 

accepted nore.

This was recognised by several proalnent scientists as an Insidious danger, and 

they saw an urgent need to reassert the freedoa of scientific research and to counter 

the propaganda of the advocates of State direction. To do tMs they founded the Soci

ety for the Freedoa of Science, and published a nuiber of ikcaslonal Papphlets. The 

alas of the Society were suaiarlsed by Its President. Sir George Thoasoh. at a aeetlng 

in 1951 to celebrate the tenth anniversary of Its foundation:

I think our best defence Is so to educate scientific and political opinion that 
It Is realised that any Interference with scientific liberty will quickly destroy 
the life of science, with all that that aeans for the well-being, and Indeed for 
the safety of the State. To do this Is one of our aost laportant functions - 
planning ‘Is an Insidious disease.* and It Is our duty to aeet it with new and 
effective reaedles.

One of the aost active aenbers of the Society was Hichael Polanyl, and In three 

of the earliest Occasional Papers he presented cogent arguaents In support of the 

freedoa of science. These papers are: No. 2. Rights and duties of science (1945); 

Ho. 4, The planning of science (1946); and Mo. 6, The foundations of acadealc freedoa 

(1947).

In these papers he first eaphasises the essential distinction between pure and 

applied science, the one directed to the extension of knowledge and the other to Its 

practical application. The foraer proceeds by Its Inner logic. In a way that is 

understood by the working scientist. It is laposslble to pr«11ct the results of aiy 

Investigation, and In particular ubether they will have any iiractical application. It 

Is thus s1^>ly not possible to direct pure research so that It will subserve a parti

cular social need, and any attempt to do so destroys the fruitfulness of that 

research. Once a discovery Is made, however, and It appears to have some practical 

application. It Is then possible to undertake research so as to realise that applica

tion In the most efficient way. Such research Is Indeed undertaken for a particular 

social purpose, and It Is entirely sensible that It should be direaed by the appro

priate authority.

Polanyl remarks that there Is In this no 1iq)11cat1on that the ‘pure* scientists 

are In some way superior to the ‘applied* sclentlsU; It Is just that they »re engag

ing In different types of activity. Furthermore, these activities are distinguished 

by their objective, not by the means employed. Thus two scientists may be doing very
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sinllar t«rk with the same apparatus, and yet one Is doing pure science and the other 

applied science. He Illustrates this by the analogy of mines and tunnels, both of 

which are excavated by similar equipment, but have quite different objectives. It Is 

no good confusing the two. If you are digging a tunnel It Is no good doing It In a 

place »d»ere It might later on be useful as a mine, and If you are looking for minerals 

It Is no good choosing the place so that your excavation will later be useful as a 

tunnel. Of course It Is always useful to keep your eyes open; If In the course of 

digging a tunnel you happen to notice some useful minerals, then you note the fact and 

later, perhaps, you start to dig them out. But when you do this you stop digging a 

tunnel and start a mine.

The proponents of State direction frequently maintain that this Is the most effi

cient wy to solve problems, and this has Indeed a superficial plausibility. Polanyl 

exposes the fallacy by another analogy: Imagine that you must complete a large and 

complicated Jigsaw puzzle as quickly as possible. What would be the best way to go 

about It? An advocate of centralised direction would say that you must organise a 

team of people *dio will follow the Instructions of a leader. The alternative strategy 

Is to let each member of the team work Individually on his own Initiative, fitting In 

pieces wherever he can, all the time keeping his eye on tdtat the other members of the 

team are doing, and adjusting his actions as far as he can to correlate with theirs. 

It Is very easy to see tdilch way will get the puzzle completed first.

Polanyl quotes a statement of Enrico Fermi: 'Experience has Indicated that the 

somewhat haphazard exploration of the field of knowledge that results from an Inten

sive freedom of the Individual scientific worker to choose his own subject Is the only 

way to ensure that no Important line of attack Is neglected.' Polanyl comments that 

the analogy of the Jigsaw Illustrates this, 'namely that on the one hand the actions 

of Individuals acting according to their own Judgement aiay become spontaneously - and 

yet efficiently - co-ordinated to a Joint task, while on the other hand subordination 

of the Individual efforts to a central authority would destroy their co-operation.'

Polanyl recognises the Inadequacies of the Jigsaw analogy. In particular the un

certainties In the overall pattern that we seek In scientific research contrasted with 

the certainty that In ^ Jigsaw each piece has a definite place. While this Is a 

warning not to carry the analogy too far, the progress of science over the last three 

centuries Is sufficient assurance that there Is an overall pattern, although often of 

deeper subtlety than that anticipated by even the most far-sighted discoverer. This 

gives us 'a sufficient logical ground for the spontaneous co-ordination of Individual 

scientific discoveries. The ground Is provided by such coherence as science does 

possess. In so far as there exists a steady underlying purpose In each step of scien

tific discovery and each step can be competently Judged as to Its conformity to this 

purpose and Its success In approaching It, these steps can be made to add up spontane

ously to the most efficient pursuit of science.'

Examined more,deeply, science combines the two apparently opposed concepts of 
freedom, namely the absence of external contraint and the liberation from personal 

ends by submission to Impersonal obligations. 'Originality Is the principal virtue of
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« scientist end the revolutionary character of scientific progress is Indeed proverbi

al.* and yet 'science has a Most closely knit professional tradltion*^ and Is noted for 

Its ‘continuity of doctrine and strength of corporate spirit.* There Is thus *no 

conflict between the principles of spontaneity and constraint:*

This unity between personal creative passion and willingness to subalt to tradi
tion and discipline Is a necessary consequence of the spiritual reality of 
science. Mien the scientist's Intuition seeks discovery It Is reaching out for 
contact with a reality In **i1ch all other scientists participate with hlw. 
Therefore, his Most personal acts of Intuition and conscience link hiM Most 
closely with the universal systeM and the canons of science. While the whole 
progress of science Is due to the force of Individual iMpulses. these Iwpulses 
are not respected In science as such, but only In so far as they are dedicated to 
the tradition of science and are disciplined by the standards of science.

Thus.-*1f the spontaneous growth of scholarship requires that scholars be dedicated to 
the service of a transcendent reality, then this Iwpulse Iwplles that they Must be 
free of all other authority.* This applies not only to science but to all scholar
ship. and ultiMately acadewlc freedoM can only exist In a free society.

If this transcendent reality Is denied, and with It the'spiritual foundations of 

all freely dedicated hunan activities, then the State Inherits the ultlwate devotion 

of Men. *If our conception of truth and Justice are detemlned In any case by Inte

rests of soMe kind or other, then It Is right that the public Interest should overrule 

all personal Interests In this Matter. We have here a full justification of totalita

rian statehood.*

The Inexorable logic of this analysis of the freedcn of the scientist and the 

consequences of Its denial are borne out In grisly detail by the fate of science In 
Soviet Russia. As soon as one penetrates the superficial adulteration of Its Sbclal- 

1st adMirers. one sees the appalling reality of science enslaved to an alien Ideology^ 

This also MS publicised by the Society for FreedOM In'Science. Particular attention 

was paid to the destruction of genetics, the exile of Vavilov to his death In Siberia 

and his replacewent by lysenko. The poverty of Soviet science, and the enslaveMent of 

Its spokesMen to Party dogma are scathingly exposed by the slwple device of reprinting 

extracts frcMi Pravda. Izvestlya and the Soviet Monitor.

Peter Hodgson

BOOK REVIEWS

Lesslle Netd>1g1n. The Other Side of *84 W.C.C. paper £1.95 froM B.C.C. 75 pp.

Questions for the Churches

I first read a typescript of this short book which came to lie as an umpteenth 

photocopy of a fairly Illegible original, and ms very excited by It. IbiMOur has It 

that the author ms driven to write It out of exasperation with discussions at the 
British Council of Churches which he felt rested upon a too-ready Identification with 

post-EnllghtenMent values and assuiptlons. In sixty pages (there Is a post-script by
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Wesley Vlarajah fro« the perspective of Indian Christianity), Newbigin sumarlses a 

progranae tdilch he hopes trill revitalise the Church for a dialogue with aodem culture 

which Is not hopelessly relativised liy that culture. The book Is already a sumaary of 

a vast enterprise, and a review idilch pretended to be able further to condense the ma

terial MMild be an Impertinence. I shall therefore concentrate on one central theme. 

In tdilch Polanyl's thought Is used.

To engage effectively with a modern world-view dominated by post-Enllghtenaent 

science and rationalism, and to contribute to Its future from a distinctive and 

valuable position, the Church must recover the courage of Its convictions and speak 

authoritatively out of the faith grounded In Scripture and Tradition. In this sense, 

of staunchly advocating Its distinctive perspective, not for Its own benefit, but for 

the benefit of mankind, the Church Is called upon and required to be legitimately and 

appropriately dogmatic. In other words, far from assuming a “dogmatic* position of 

“this Is the way things are, and no discussion Is necessary* (which Is sterile), the 

Church must place before the world Its own heart-felt contribution to the debate about 

the shape and future of society. It has Insights which do not originate In a scienti

fic wrid-vlew, which It should not abandon only to Ingratiate Itself with that world

view. (h the contrary. It should cling to those Insights until they are shown either 

to be untenable or to be of no value.

In this wy, Ne«d>1g1n picks out two central themes In Polanyl which cannot be 

separated: the notions of conviviality and of the paradox of self-set standards. 

Polanyl recognises the perpetual tension between our obligations to a peer-group, a 

coamunlty, a “convivlum*, as the source or fount of our world-view, and our equal (but 

sometimes opposite) obligation to dissent from the received wisdom of that world-view, 

not for our omi sakes, but that the comtaunity might be enriched, moved on, restrained 

from or redeemed from error. This Is the way of the cross, of the way which not out 

of pride but out of love refuses to comply. This Is the paradox: because I love ^y 

community, and owe everything I believe and know to It (as the ground of ny “fiduciary 

framework"), and am therefore under an obligation to It, for just this reason I cannot 

affirm aspects of Its belief or practice which I am not persuaded of, and I am condem

ned and compelled to dissent either until 1 am convinced that I am wrong (let us never 

forget that aspect of things), or wtll they are convinced that they are wrong. In 

some cases, as with Jesus, this refusal to give In can lead to death at the hands of 

those one loves more than life Itself. On this basis alone, religious education can

not be taught as an aspect of “culture*, for It Is of the essence of genuine religion 

that It reaches bqyond Its own culture without denying Its dependence on Its modes of 

expression and world-views. Rationalist utopianism now looks like a bad joke, along 

with other would-be secular messlah's and master-plans. Yet If religions stop where 

they point out these failures, perhaps with a touch of self-indulgent delight, they 

neither make a useful contribution to the debate, nor do justice to what they claim to 

belleve.

All sorts of cliche's and commonplace phrases spring to mind which are connected 

with this argument: “grasp the nettle*; “practice what you preach*; “have the courage
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of your conylctions". They are *11 apposite because at its heart the Church seeas to 

have lost confidence In the credibility and relevance of uhat gave it life. We nou 

need to justify ourselves In terns other than those arising directly froa proclaaatlon 

of the birth, life, death and resurrection of JesuS' Christ, Son of God, Son of the 

Author and Creator of all things visible and Invisible, whose alghty acts are pro- 

claiaed In Scripture and aade known In Tradition. Either we capitulate to the kind of 

evangelical self-righteousness which asks whether you are saved (brother) with a 

doubtful glint In Its eye, or to absorption Into epheaeral Issues lidilch align all-too- 

easlly with conteaporary party politics and fringe groupings. In each case, but In 

aarkedly different ways, the result Is superficiality; we content ourselves with 

addressing syaptoas or counting heads because *e can no longer find it In ourselves to 

believe that the Gospel Itself can change the world radically. In the true sense of 

“to the roots of Its being". Whatever the deficiencies of HeiAlgln's argiaent (and he 

adults that they are aany), his response to this kind of analysis Is plain: nothing 

less will do.
For Newblgln, the Gospel challenges the world thus: you-are using the trong 

concepts. In order to lapleaent the wrong plans, which are directed towards the «rong 

goals; even your efforts at self-renewal are vain, and compound your hopelessness, for 

wherever you seek to cure a disease by addressing the syaptoas rather than the cause 

you merely succeed In Infecting others with It. Thus, If 1 understand hla rightly, 

soae Christians ally themselves with the Left In order to oppose the evils of the 

Right, or argue that we should spread materialist views of happiness In order to over- 
coie the shortcoaings of materialist economies that cannot deliver the goods (in all 

senses of the word), and so on. Nowhere does the Gospel speak distinctively against 

the Innermost contradiction of Enlightenment philosophy: the establishment and de

fence of huaan autonoatf based upon Individualism simultaneously with the establishment 

and defence of objectivist science based upon the complete eradication of all personal 

eloMnts from knowledge. The result, a man with rights but no duties, with perception 

and knowledge but no responsibility for that he perceives and knows, has been catas

trophic.
The man Jesus placed love of God. and love of neighbour, and love of self, side 

by side because he did not see autonomy and Independence as constituting "happiness". 

Today, the Church cannot preach a gospel which satisfies huaan expectations because 

nobody and nothing can satisfy expectations based upon Illusion and error (Enlighten

ment expectations). Instead we should be asking at least five .piestlons: what does 

It mean to be a huaan person; what Is the goal of human life; what are the rights and 

capabilities of governments; what Is our vision of the future; and ahat Is Involved In 

genuine knowing?
Newblgln reminded ae of perhaps the greatest piece of literature In the Bible, If 

not the world, the story of Job. Unlike Job, the Church has sought to ease Its suf

fering by listening too readily to latter-day Ellphaz. Bildad, Zophar and Elihus; It 

has too readily repented of its "dogmatism", of Its lack of science, of Its dependence 

upon distant history, of Its lack of Irrefutable proof for Its clalas. It wuld do
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well to remind Itself of him who created the foundations of the world. In that court, 

and In the presence of that Judge, It would legitimately learn that It had uttered 

what It did not understand, and been charged and Invested with words too wonderful for 

It to bear; and then It would see with Its eyes what It had only heard with Its ears, 

and could legitimately despise Itself, and repent In dust and ashes.

John C. niddefoot

Colin Gunton: Yesterday and Today: A Study of Continuities In Chrlstology. D.L.T.

1983. 228 pp.

Gunton's book will make fascinating reading for anyone Interested In both theo

logy and the thought of Michael Polanyl. I hope It will also provide an Illuminating 

Introduction to Polanyl's thought for those who have not yet discovered the relevance 

of his Ideas for theological method. In the first Instance, this book Is about Chrls

tology, but tl)e Issues It raises are of central Importance for theology as a whole. 

Gunton highlights the Irreducibly duallstic assumptions, both epistemological and 

ontological, of classical and Enlightenment thought and shows how Inadequate these are 

as a framework within which to explore theological and Chrlstological reality. The 

fundamental problem of Chrlstology is how to understand the claim that Jesus Is both 

God and man. GUnton shows that If we are ever to understand the huaan life of Jesus 

as the pressence of God In time and to make this central Christian claim meaningful, 

we need to work with non-duallstic assumptions about’the nature of both knowing and 

being. He finds in Micahel Polanyl's paradigm of personal knowledge the necessary 

non-duallstic framework of thought for this and argues that the key to this unitive 

understanding of knowledge lies In Polanyl's metaphor of Indwelling, which enables us 

to do theology In a way that makes possible a critical affirmation of Christianity's 

foundational beliefs without Introducing discontinuity. Once we accept that all 

knowing Is a matter of 'Indwelling', we can. says Gunton, appreciate that ‘(all) human 

Intellectual enterprises are necessarily fallible, but not for that matter necessarily 

mistaken. In fact the reverse Is the case. Because we indwell the world knowledge 

can be contingent, fallible and partial without for that reason losing Its claim to be 

knowledge. That Is the significance for our purposes of the epistemology of Polanyl.* 

(p 145)

Not only does Polanyl free us from having to view the problems of Chrlstology 

from the perspective provided by the Enlightenment, but he frees us to look again at 

the awthod of the New Testament, idtlch confidently holds together that which Is 'from 

below* - the huMn and temporal - and that which Is 'from above' - the eternal and 

divine - within an Interpretative framework supplied by tradition. Knowing by Indwel

ling combines iMith approaches to Chrlstology and allows us to work from above - 

experienced as a self-revelatory quality In the object of our knowing - and from below 

In a dynamic Interaction of reason, Imagination and Intuition. Gunton Is concerned to
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shoH thdt It Is possible to be aodern and to contribute theologically to the thought 

of our age without capitulating to Its lananentlst thinking. Here It Is laportant to 

take Gunton's point that It Is not only the language of the tradition that we Indwell, 

but the reality of which It speaks. According to Michael Polanyl, there Is no direct 

fit between words and things. All language Is Indirect and can perfona dts task only 

with the aid of aetaphor and other figures of speech. Hils Is not to deny that words 

can bring to light hidden aspects of reality. When we use words successfully, this 

can be an aid to Indwelling the reality to which they referv^ But there Is a dynaalc 

Internallty of relation between our words and the real world. This Inner dynaalc Is 

at work In the theological enterprise as In every exploratory activity of the huaan 

aind. There Is no radical discontinuity between language and reality. According to 

the New Testaaent writers. Jesus Christ exists now as the object of present knowledge 

and Gunton suggests that *by our personal Indwelling of his reality (through the 

language of worship and tradition) our words aay coae to express, successfully but 

Indirectly, soaething of the truth about h1a.*(p 147) The aetaphor of Indwelling Is 

already faalllar to the New Testaaent writers. Paul talks of belngi *1n Christ* and 

the Johannine literature contains aany expressions of autual Indwelling. Even Polan

yl *s central category of conviviality echoes Chrlstslan language about a relationship 

with Christ which becoaes aore real In the worshipping coaaunlty. As the personal 

relationship of worship gives rise to doxological language, this In turn Is Indwelt 

and aakes possible a clearer account of the object of the believer's worship, through 

whoa Indwelling becoaes actual.

The laportance of Michael Polanyl*s theory of knowledge for Gunton's thesis Is 

out of all proportion to the space given to a description of his thought, but Gunton 

takes full advantage of Its lapllcatlons In working out his own aethodological 

approach to Chrlstology. In particular, he sees how It opens up the possibility of 
doing theology In a way that allows us to asslall'ate the gifts of tradition without 

being Its slave and how It liberates us froa a rigid view of the relationship of words 

and things. Polanyl's eplsteaology greatly strengthens Gunton's hand as he sets out 

to show how, "far froa abandoning the tradition, we aay learn to stand on the giant's 

shoulders In the cautious hope of being able to see a little further than they.*(p 

208) In his Epilogue, Gunton concludes his plea for continuity In Chrlstology with 

the warning that "a 'critical' theology which operates only or chiefly by rejection of 

all that caae before the aodern era will be a blind theology, for it will have lost 

its roots* and he goes on to say that we shall not have the theological tools to 

coabat distortions of Chrlstology unless we accept the legacy of the Fathers and take 

further the process of thinking which they began. ‘They realized that the Incarnation 

demanded a rethinking of the word 'God'. The God of Chrlstendoa largely...escaped 

that rethinking, but It was an aberration and untrue to the wain direction of patris

tic theology and Chrlstology.* To renew our thinking *about the living Jesus of the 

Church's worship and of New Testament confession...cannot be done without assistance 

from the past, nor without the great labour of exercising thought and judgement as to 

where the past was right and where It was wrong.*(pp 208/209)
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The pivotal statement at the heart of Gunton's discussion is that Jesus of 

Nazareth is the logic of God's holy loving, making present in historical actuality its 

eternal reality. Within the dualistic framework of modern thought, the concept of 

God-manhood raises insoluble problems, not least because the words God man are under

stood in mutually exclusive ways, which make this kind of self-differentiation in God 

logically impossible. Qinton suggests that we can only avoid dualism and docetism by 

seeing the life of Jesus as the very power and knowledge of the love of God expressed 

under the conditions of temporality and hinanity. The question of contradiction is 

then seen to depend, not on the concept of God uniquely present in the world, but In 

the meaning of the words we use to express this.

Many of the issues raised by this book concern questions of ontology as much as 

questions of epistemology, which gives me cause to regret that Gunton did not develop 

Polanyi's ideas more fully in this area in discussing the problem of soteriology. 

Gunton himself seems to handle the discussion more confidently at the epistemological 

than the ontological level, but he has to move from epistemology to ontology in deal

ing with the question of the relationship of Christology to soteriology and I believe 

he could have better illuminated the discussion if he had made use of Polanyi's 

ontology idiich flows naturally from his theory of knowledge and which has important 

implications for the nature of ultimate reality. However no doubt this needs to be 

the subject matter of another book.

Joan 0. Crewdson

DISSERTATIONS ON MICHAEL POLANYI

In the American Society Newletter Vol X No 2. Winter. 1983, the following list of 

dissertations appeared with an explicit reference to Hichael Polanyi in the title. 

Richard Gelwick has begun a computer storage programme that will keep a record of 

Polanyi bibliography, so if readers of Convivium are aware of any similar studies in 

Britain, please let me know. I will pass on any information you send me, which should 

include: Author, Title, University, Dept, Year, Nature of Thesis.

Gelwick, Richard Lee.
Pacific School of Religion (0174) Th.D. 1965 394 pp.
Hichael Polanyi: 'Credere Aude.' His Theory of Knowledge and its Implications

for Christian Theology.
DAI V26 (11) p. 6773. 1965 Religion (0448).

Reshaur, Kenneth Horton.
Duke University (0066) Ph.D. 1965 286 pp.
Hichael Polanyi: The Political Relevance of His Thought.
DAI V26(06) p. 3463. 1965 Political Science, General (0615).

Hillholland, Donald William.
Duke Universi 
Beyond Hi hill 
DAI V27(09).

ty (00661 Ph.D. 1966 300 pp.
sm: A Study of the Thought of Albert Camus and Hichael 
Section A p. 3114. 1966 Religion (0448).

Polanyi.
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Blersdorf. John Edgar.

Union Theological Sealnary In the City of New York (0238) Th.D. 1968 266 pp. 
Appraising the Presuppositions of the Pastoral Counselor: Soaie Apllcations of

Hichael Polanyl's Utderstanding of Personal Knowledge and Psychoanalytic 
Investigations of Counter-Transference to Issues In Pastoral Counseling.

DAI V29(U), Section A. p. 4086. 1968 Religion (0448).

Uagener, Jaaws Wilbur.
The University of Texas at Austin (0227) Ph.D. 1968 226 pp.
The Philosophy of Hichael Polanyi as a Source for Educational Theory.
DAI V29(06), Section A. p. 1692. 1968 Education. General (0515).

Keidann, Joao Carlos.
The Southern Baptist Theological Seainary (0207) Th.D. 1970 239 pp.
Hichael Polanyi's Theory of Knowledge as a Possible Fraaework for Coaaunicating 

the Christian Faith.
DAI V31(03). Section A. p. 1363. 1970 Religion (0448).

Prust. Richard Charles.
Duke University (0066) Ph.D. 1970 220 pp.
The Knowledge and Reality of God: The Theological laplicatlons of Hichael

Polanyl's Episteaology and Ontology.
DAI V31(10), Section A. p. 5512. 1970 Religion (0448).

Saith, Gerald Lafayette.
Duke University (0066) Ph.D. 1970 316 pp.
Tacit Knowing and the Logic of Tradition: A Study in the Thought of Hichael

Polanyi.
DAI V31(06). Section A. p. 3027. 1970 Religion (0448).

Wilken, Rayaond Edwin.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Chaapaign (0090) Ph.D. 1970 325 pp.
The Relation of Polanyl's Theory of Personal Knowledge to the Teaching of 

Biology.
DAI V31(12). Section A. p. 6481. 1970 Education. Theory and Practice (0532).

Uohleber. David.
Kent State University (0101) Ph.D. 1970 229 pp.
Application of the Polanyi Adsorption Potential Theory to the Absorption of 

Organic Liquids froa Water Solution onto Activated Carbon.
DAI V31(05), Section B, p. 2615. 1970 Chemistry. Physical (0494).

Innis. Robert Edward.
Fordhaa University (0072) Ph.D. 1971 265 pp.
The Logic of Consciousness: An Exaalnation of Hichael Polanyl's Hadel of Hind. 
DAI V32(02). Section A. p. 1015. 1971 Philosophy (0422).

Tiedeaan. Kent Hallett.
University of Cincinnati (0045) Ph.D. 1971, 159 pp.
Personal Knowledge: The Episteaology of Hichael Polanyi.
DAI V32(06). Section A. p. 3375. 1971 Philosophy (0422).

Apctynski. John V.
HcGIII university (Canada) (0781) Ph.D. 1972 001 pp.
Doers of the Work: Toward a Foundational Theology Based on the Thought of

Hichael Polanyi.
DAI V34(02). Section A. p. 0852. 1972 Religion (0448).

Ozcan, Histafa.
Kent State University (0101) Ph.D. 1972 229 pp.
Application of the Polanyi Adsorption Potential Theory to the Adsorption of Solid 

Solutes froa Water Solution onto Activated Carbon.
DAI 933(11), Section B. P. 5178. 1972 Chealstry. General (0485).
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Sannerud, David Laurence.
University of Washington (0250) D.H.A. 1972 102 pp.
The Philosophy of Michael Polanyl as a Means for Integrating the Fine Arts in 
Higher Education.
DAI V33(05). Section A. p. 2261. 1972 Fine Arts (0357).

Gleeson, Thomas Francis.
Columbia University (0054) Ed.D. 1973 140 pp.
The Epistemological Theory of Michael Polanyl: A Philosophical Foundation for

Experlence-Oased Catechetics.
DAI V34(02). Section A. p. 0631. 1973 Education. Religion (0527).

Hall, Ronald Lavon.
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (0153) Ph.O. 1973. 206 pp.
The Structure of Inquiry: A Study In the Thought of Michael Polanyl.
DAI V34(09). Section A. p. 6044. 1973 Philosophy (0422).

Schenz, Timothy William.
Kent State University (0101) Ph.D. 1973, 188 pp.
Application of the Polanyl Adsorption Potential Theory to the Adsorption of 

Organic Liquid Mixtures onto Activated Carbon.
DAI V35(01). Section 8. p. 0163. 1973 Chemistry. Physical (0494).

Watson, Samuel Dibble, Jr.
The University of Iowa (0096) Ph.O. 1973, 437 pp.
Michael Polanyl and the Recovery of Rhetoric.
DAI V34(09), Section A, p. 5934. 1973 Language and Literature, General (0586).

Wllczak, Paul Francis.
The University of Chicago (0330) Ph.D. 1973, 211 pp.
Faith, Motive, and Conmunlty: An Interpretation of the Philosophy of Michael

Polanyl.
ADD VXI(97) 1973 Theology (0469).

Breytspraak. William August.
Duke university (0066) Ph.D. 1974, 406 pp.
Toward a Post-Critical Sociology of Knowledge: A Study of Durkhelm, Mannheim,

Berger, and Polanyl.
DAI V35(10), Section A. p. 6800. 1974 Religion (0448).

Parker, Ronald Edwin.
Graduate Theological Union (0080) Ph.D. 1974, 167 pp.
Religious Indwelling: A Post-Critical Understanding of Ritual Based on Michael

Polanyl * s Epi stenology.
DAI V35(04). Section A. p. 2388. 1974 Religion (0448).

Rue. Loyal Duane.
The Hartfort Seminary Foundation (0083) Ph.O. 1974, 319 pp.
Michael Polanyl and the Philosophical task of Religious Interpretation.
DAI V35(12), Section A. p. 8015. 1974 Religion (0448).

Kuester, Harold H.
The University of Chicago (0330) Ph.D. 1975. 001 pp.
The Epistemology of Michael Polanyl: A Solution to Current Epistemological

Di fficultles.
ADO VXI(97) 1975 Religion, Philosophy (0322).

Manno, Bruno Victor.
Boston College (0016) Ph.O. 1975, 199 pp.
The Person and Meaning: A Study in the Post-Critical Thought of Michael Polanyl. 
DAI V36(07), Section A, p. 4375. 1975 Education, Religion (0527).
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Hilavec, Donald Anthony.
Graduate theological Union (0080) Th.D. 1975. 216 pp.
A Theology of Christian Revelation Based upon Hichael Polanyl's Interpretation of 

Scientific Discovery.
DAI V36(06). section A, p. 3807. 1975 Religion. Philosophy (0322).

Kroger. Joseph Uatkins.
McHaster University (Canada) (0197) Ph.D. 1976, 001 pp.
Michael Polanyl and the Foundations of Religious Knowledge.
DAI V38(01), Section A. p. 0336. 1976 Rrellglon. Phllsophy (0322).

Mullins, Carl Phillips.
Graduate Theological Union (0080) Ph.D. 1976. 413 pp.
Henaeneutlcal and Aesthetic Applications of the Thought of Michael Polanyl.
DAI V37(04). Section A. p. 2235. 1976 Philosophy (0422).

Rosene, Michael Rand.
Kent State University (0101) Ph.D. 1977, 223 pp.
Application of a Polanyl-Based Adsorption Model to the Coapetitive Adsorption of 

Solids froa Hater Solution onto Activated Carbon.
DAI V38(05), Section B. p. 2203. 1977 Chealstry, Physical (0494).

Qyler, David Wesley.
University of Toronto (Canada) (0779) Ph.D. 1978, 001 pp.
Michael Polanyl's Philosophy of Coenitaent In Science.
DAI V40(02). Section A, p. 0904. 1978 Philosophy (0422).

Rutledge, David Whitt.
Rice university (0187) Ph.D. 1979. 333 pp.
The Recovery of the Person In the Post-Critical Thought of Michael Polanyl.
DAI V40(03), Section A. p. 1383. 1979 Education. I^IIglon (0527)^

Bernal. Glen Hells.
Duke university (0066) Ph.D. 1980, 243 pp.
The Meaning of Eebodlaent In the Thought of Michael Polanyl and Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty.
DAI V41(09). Section A. p. 4070. 1980 Religion. Philosophy (0322).

Bowaan, Wayne Devere.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Chaapaign (0090) Ed.D. 1980. 305 pp.
Tacit Knowing. Musical Experience, and Music Instruction: The Significance of

Michael Polanyl's Thought for HiSic Education.
DAI V41(ll). Section A, p. 4636. 1980 Education. Kisic (0522).

Kennedy, Terence Gerard.
(0698) S.T.O. 1980. 252 pp.
The Morality of Knowledge: Transcendence and the Intellectual Life In the

Thought of Hichael Polanyl.
DAI V42(02). Section C. p. 0236. 1980 Theology. (0469).

•lyers. Lewis Albert.
New York University (0146) Ph.D. 1980. 124 pp.
A Coaparlson of the Status of Religious Knowledge In the Thought of Hichael 

Polanyl and H. Richard Mebuhr.
DAI V41(06). Section A, p. 2652. 1980 Religion. Philosophy (0322).

Eade. Alan J.. doctoral candidate In Winter 1980. Deparbaent of Political Science, the 
Johns Hopkins University. Baltlaore. Maryland 21218, did a dlsserUtlon In 
political philosophy on “The Political Thought of Michael Polanyl*.

Sautter. Wane. Ph.D.. Syracuse University. 1980. DlsserUtlon - “Organic Fora: A
Study Illuilnating Denise Levertov's Poetic Practice Through the Coapilaentary 
Insights of Michael Polanyl, John Dewey. Martin Buber, and Hlhalyl 
Cslkszentalhalyl*. Copies available through University of Michigan In Ann Arbor.
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SMtth, WlUltm Doyle.
Texas Tech University (0230) Pj.D. 1981, 001 pp.
Personal KnoHledge and Economics: An Examination into the Applicability of
Michael Polanyl's Philosophy and Methodology to the Economic Science.
DAI V42(04). Section A. p. 1742. 1981 Economics, Theory (OSll).

Kane, Jeffrey.
New York University (0146) Ph.O. 1982, 274 pp.
A Philosophical Analysis of Michael Polanyl's Concepts of Indwelling and 
Heuristic Vision In the Process of Scientific Inquiry and Discovery.
DAI V43(06). Section A. p. 1873. 1982 Education. Philosophy (0998).

Kumfer, Earl Thotaas.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (0209) Ph.D. 1982, 249 pp.
Lonergan and Polanyi on Cognitive Meaning.
DAI V43(0S), Section A. p. 1576. 1982 Philosophy (0422).

OTHER MATERIAL TAKEN FROM THE AMERICAN POUNYl SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 

FALL 1983. VOL XI NO 1.

It is interesting for us to note that our American counterpart have announced 

their Intention to turn their Newletter into a Periodical. I quote Richard Gelwick's 

words:
With this Issue of our neewsletter, we are experimenting with the possibility of 
developing a modest periodical that would provide space for longer communications 
and articles than at present. The Inspiration for this approach comes from our 
counter in Great Britain, Convivlum, which adopted this format several years ago. 
By using a format similar to Convivium, we will also be able to reproduce more 
conveniently copies of material In that publication. He made an agreement with 
Convivlum earlier to exchange newsletters and to borrow freely from each other 
for the benefit of our members.
Richard goes on to raise questions of a name, resources, support for the Idea and 

whether there should be an editorial and advisory group as well as leaders In develop

ing the periodical. I may say that the American Newsletter already has a galaxy of 

names co-ordinating different areas of study under the general co-ordination of 

Richard Gelwick. He will follow their progress with great Interest.

Host of the rest of the material in this Number consists of articles taken from 

the October Issue of Convivlum, 1983.


